Increase in red cell lactate concentration and its reduction by isologous plasma in NIDDM subjects.
We determined red blood cell (RBC) lactate concentrations in NIDDM subjects using an experimental protocol in which diabetic RBCs were incubated over 8 hours both with own plasma and with normal plasma. Furthermore, normal RBCs were incubated both with own plasma and with diabetic plasma. The results indicate that the increased lactate concentrations in RBCs from NIDDM subjects decreased significantly when the same RBCs were incubated in normal plasma. Conversely, lactate concentrations in normal RBCs increased significantly when RBCs were incubated in diabetic plasma. Thus, other than muscle and adipose tissue, RBCs may contribute to increase lactate release for hepatic gluconeogenesis in NIDDM and we suggest that there may be extrinsic plasmatic factor(s) capable of stimulatory effect on diabetic RBC glycolytic pathway.